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Abstract: The discussion about hate speech is not something new. However, recently it becomes phenomenon that widely spoken. As something that naturally comes out as a human nature. Nowadays hate speech tends to be harmful because it is supported by new media such as online media and social media. This research try to discuss about hate speech related to religion blasphemy accusation that drags, Basuki Tjahaya Purnama known as Ahok into jail. This paper used qualitative method and rhetoric analysis to analyze the hate speech in online media news related to Ahok’s case. The results are, hate speech came from content posted in website such as online political opinion and news. From ethos aspect, most of the hate speech neglected the ethos aspect which provides the credibility and trustworthiness of the source.; from the pathos aspect, the author of the news are choosing words that triggered anger and negative emotion from its audience; from the logos aspect, most of the hate speech draws its readers to logical fallacy due to the lackness of facts of its conclusion claim. The Hate speech rhetoric neglects the ethos and logos aspects and it mostly rely on pathos aspect to persuade its readers for hating.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, in almost every part of the world, including Indonesia, the term of hate speech becomes much publicized. In the last two or three years, while freedom of speech is protected and guaranteed by Indonesian government, the harm of hate speech that resulted from freedom of speech is emerging. It is easy for us to find the form of hate speech especially in online media. According to oxford dictionary, hate speech is abusive of threatening speech or writing that expresses prejudice against a particular group, especially on the basis of race, religion, or sexual orientation.

The United Nations Educational, Scientific & Cultural Organization (UNESCO) stated that hate speech is the expression of conflict between different groups within and across societies. More specific, hate speech could be concluded as bias motivated, hostile, malicious speech aimed at a person or a group of people because of their actual or perceived innate characteristics, intended to injure, dehumanize, harass, intimidate, also victimize against targeted groups (Cohen-Almagor, 2011).

Hate is something that naturally arises from aggressive human nature, evolves from an ancient survival instinct (Whillock, 2000; Sternberg, 2008). Hate has various alternative definitions and it is indeed a complex phenomenon (Stenberg, 2008). Fortunately, the society has way of teaching its members how to channel this aggressiveness in approved way (Whillock, 2000). Hate and hate speech could be channeled in many ways. Nowadays, hates speech spreading through social media are rapidly increased and potentially reach much larger audience than extremist print media were able to reach previously. Hate speech implies the complex balance between fundamental rights and principles such as freedom of expression and the defense of human dignity (Gagliardone et al, 2015).

In Indonesia where its society consists of diverse race, religion, beliefs and ethnicity, nowadays hate speech is spreads easily like wild fire through online media mostly facilitated by websites and social media such as Facebook and twitter. Within 2016, hate speech including defamation, harassment, slander, provocation, and threats against individuals or groups especially the one that covering race and religion was the most frequently reported Internet crime in Indonesia. There are 199 cases reported (Newsdesk, 2017).

The most heated hate speech argument that divides and brings Indonesian society into conflict is hate speech related to religion blasphemy which dragged Basuki Tjahaya Purnama (Ahok) while campaigning his candidacy in Jakarta’s Governor Election, 2017. In Indonesia, blasphemy considered as an important aspect of social and political spectra, where the diversity of beliefs in the country protected by Delik Penistaan Agama (Blasphemy law) in Indonesian Criminal Code. In Indonesia, religion affects the reaction of voters to candidate and often used as weapon to attack someone during political election, even if its only verbal attack in social media or online media.

During past decade, the usage of online media in Indonesia rapidly increased in line with the penetration of Internet in Indonesia, supported by the growth of smartphone ownership by Indonesian Citizen (APJII, 2016). In several areas especially big cities or urban areas in Indonesia, the usage of Internet and social media slowly shift the behavior of audience in consuming news. Online and social media become news sources that chosen by audience over old or radio (Ambardi et.al , 2014). People nowadays rely on online media to meet their needs of information.
However, in accordance to the needs of information through online media, nowadays-online media industry in Indonesia littered with various online media with diverse basic theme and topic. One of the most prominent basic themes for online media in Indonesia is the one related to religion. Muhammad Machasin, previous General Director of Bimas Islam Ministry of Religious Affair of Indonesia stated, recently there is numerous news from online media that gives unbalance coverage of information as it cornering one side or party, provoking and alluring readers to the wrong direction. According to his data, there are more than 20,000 sites with content that didn’t give any virtues to its reader, yet provoke negative emotion instead. While, the one that gives virtues and inspire it readers to think are no more than 1000 (Nurdin/Zunus, 2016).

However, it was only 22 sites/websites promoting radicalism blocked by Ministry of Communication and Information of Indonesia in 2015 (www.kominfo.go.id, 2015). While in middle 2016, there are 24 sites blocked because having negative content such as: a. indicated with radicalism and its supporters; b. violating the law due to inaccuracy of news; c. having content related to ethnicity, race and religion; d. hate speech, slander and provocation; and e. harassing nation’s symbol These sites and websites violating Indonesian Law of Internet and Electronic Transaction (UU ITE), article 28, subsection 2 that stated “Everyone who intentionally and without rights, spreading information to create hatred or hostility among certain individuals and/or groups of society based on ethnicity, race, and inter-community (SARA) will be jailed for 6 years or fined with Rp. 1 billion as penalty.

By the end of 2017, the blocked sites reached 27,000 sites, including the sites with radicalism but mostly the one with pornography content. However, Rudiantara, The Minister of Communication and Information of Indonesia said that after 100 sites blocked, another 1000 will rise a day after. It indicates that there are many other sites with radicalism and hate content are reborn after blocked which is still not in the watch list by The National Agency for Combating Terrorism of Indonesia and out from filtering system by Ministry of Communication and Information of Indonesia.

This issue is important to be studied because it has sociological, political, ethical, and psychological aspect that affects the mental social development of Indonesian society that consist of very diverse ethnical, race, religion, and beliefs background. Many hate speech cases related to religion shows how Internet in Indonesia are used by netizen to relay messages consist of hateful language that release anger mostly in form of agitation. The most significant damage that brought by hate speech is it sends ripples of fear and tension across community and often words that deliver in hate manner are the precursors of action (Whillock, 2000).

Hate speech is easy to find in political practices, mostly during the campaign of political candidate before election. In this occasion, hate messages become arguments for the rhetorical annihilation of the opponent (Willock, 2000). In mid 2016 to mid 2017, during the election of Jakarta Governor, there are so many hate speech spread in the Internet through websites that could be considered as hate sites during the campaign period. This situation was much worse because Ahok, one of governor candidate, involved with religion blasphemy accusation related to his speech in Seribu Island during his campaign. During his speech, Ahok accused his opponents us Koran verse in order to trick people not voting for him.

After Ahok’s speech, Indonesian
were as if split into several poles, there are the one who supports Ahok, other are against his action and the other is neither supporting or against him. There are even two big protest act in Jakarta, to demand the government to prosecute and imprisoned Ahok The first protest were held in November, 4th, 2016 which reported by Republika daily newspaper attended by 7,5 million protestor (pratiwi & Fuji, 2016), while Britain media, the Guardian reported it only 200.000 protestor (Agence France-Presse, 2016). The second protest was held in December 12, 2016 with the same demand. Those protests running along both with the campaign for Jakarta’s Governor election and the investigation for Ahok’s religion blasphemy accusation.

Religion blasphemy is not a new case in Indonesia. According to Amnesty International, until 2014, there are 5 cases related to religion blasphemy that makes it blasphemer end up in court and jailed. Two of them are accused for the hate speech. First is Sebastian Joe who allegedly posted statement on Facebook, which insulted Islam. Second is Alexander An who imprisoned after posting statements and pictures on his personal Facebook site and on the ‘Minang Atheist’ Facebook group that perceived by many as insulting Islam and the prophet Muhammad (Amnesty International, 2017).

Both cases show that nowadays online and social media become a new place to spread and breed hatred. New media gives a great deal of opportunity for public to talk, publish, educate them self to a certain issue (Flew, 2008). Online media also has the advantage of new media characteristic. It cut the traditional media pathway, avoiding gatekeeping and government censorship. This is why nowadays, according to NU Online director, Syafiq Alielha, the growth of online media that used as the will of its owner to spread hate and radicalism in the name of religion is abundant. To make it worse, this online media that could be categorized as ‘hate site’ has relatively high visitors traffic (yayasan tifa, -).

During the period of campaign and while waiting for the investigation and trial, which finally verdict Ahok to be jailed for two years, there were a lot of websites that echoes hate speech toward Ahok, provoking the negative emotion of audience. This news was written in online media then spread through social media such as Facebook and Twitter, also meme posting through Instagram. During this campaign, the war of information, opinion and news in the Internet were so intense between the one who supporting Ahok and the one who against him. Many supporters of each sides coining new terms for insulting the opposed sides such as calling Ahok with term ‘mulut jamban’ (toilet mouth), ‘kafirun dan munafikun’ (infidel and hypocrite), ‘cebong’ (tadpole), ‘bani serbet’ (sons of napkins) and many other terms (Franciska, 2017)

These terms are spreading along the provocation to hate each side mostly in the news that posted by sites that supporting or against Ahok’s case related to religion blasphemy accusation. Most of the sites were then blocked while some of its contents are copy-pasted by other sites, and some of them are still exist. These sites and website could be considered as ‘hate site’ which defined as the site that carries a hateful message in any form of textual, visual, or audio based rhetoric (Cohen-Almagor, 2011).

While rhetoric is the study and art of writing and speaking well, being persuasive, and knowing how to compose successful writing and presentation (clas.iuowa.edu), hate speech it self is a genre of rhetoric that evokes negative emotions, attitudes and opinions among specific groups of people, and promotes intolerance (Nilsen, 2014). Rhetorical
messages always occur in a specific situation or context and media is one of the most important places where rhetorical analysis needs to happen, because Rhetoric or the way language and image persuades is things that makes media work (Caroll, 2010).

Based on this background, this paper will discuss hate speech used in the content posts by websites which could be categorized as sites that has promoting hate content related to religion blasphemy case that involved Ahok using rhetorical analysis. According to Selzer (2003), there is no generally accepted definition of rhetorical analysis because there are really no generally accepted definitions of rhetoric itself. However, most rhetorical analysis applied Aristoteles’s Trichotomy of rhetoric: Ethos, Pathos Logos

Ethos is the features of a text which are related to credibility of the speaker, Pathos is the persuasive arguments which are mainly derived from the values held by a community, and logos refers to solid reason emerging from intellectual thinking (Irajzad et al, 2017). Rhetorical analysis could be use to understand how certain ideas and attitudes conveyed through spoken or written message with a special focus on the methods of persuasion, and it might be helpful to think rhetorical analysis as a kind of critical reading (Selzer, 2013).

**METHOD**
This research objective was to describe the hate speech rhetoric content posted in the websites especially the sites that could be categorized, as sites that promotes hate content related to religion blasphemy case that involved Ahok. Qualitative approach used in this research. Qualitative research was applied to express a commitment to viewing events and the social world through the eyes of people studied. This paper uses the rhetoric framework to analyze the hate speech.

As rhetorical message, hate speech has three components: ethos, pathos, and logos (Hansen, 2003):

1. **Ethos**
   Mostly related to credibility or the authority of the speaker or writer that is capable of being believed. Ethos is not created or bound to the author, but is embedded in the message or argument.

2. **Logos**
   Related to rationale, logical and argumentative discourse, and related to the messages of rhetoric’s. Logos described as proofs that embedded within the message. It includes fact and proofs from scientific point of view that unbiased and subjective.

3. **Pathos**
   Related directly to the audience. Pathos is the arousing of emotions in the audience. Pathos relies on evoking emotional reaction from the audience mostly by emphasizing phrases or situation

To make the best argument, these three components cannot be separated. To persuade the audience, rhetoric whether it’s for good or bad purposes and whether it is intended or unintended, the speaker must have good credibility. The messages that relayed must be logically valid, and the speaker must understand the audience
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emotion.

The sample used in this research was gathered through convenience sampling. Convenience sampling is non-probability or nonrandom sampling where members of the target population meet certain practical criteria such as easy accessibility, geographical proximity, availability at a given time, or the willingness to participate are included for the purpose of the study. The main assumption associated with convenience sampling is that the members of the target population are homogeneous. Although convenient sampling frequently used in quantitative study, it is proven that it could be used in both qualitative and quantitative study. (Etikan et al, 2016).

In Information and Communication Technology, convenient sampling seems to be dominant (Perumal, 2014). In this research, the objective is to analyze the rhetorical of hate speech related to Ahok’s religion blasphemy case from the content in various sites that clearly persuading its readers to hate Ahok and his supporters. The content that selected as sample were excluding the content from mainstream online media that trusted and well established because this kind of sites cannot publish content that violating the Law of Journalism and Ethic Code of Journalism.

The sample criteria are: a) Content with provocative hate message written and categorized as news or opinion by the sites administrator. b) Has easy accessibility which means it could be accessed by Internet. c) Available at a given time, which mean the website are unblocked yet by the government at the time researched was conducted. This research also using assumption that the target population could be assumed rather homogenous as all of the hate sites are naturally has the same negative content and provoking hate using race, ethnicity and inter-community or religion.

Based on this criteria, there are 9 samples collected (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Websites Name</th>
<th>Date Published</th>
<th>Title of the Content</th>
<th>url link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Copy pasted from portalpiyungan.com)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>URL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FINDING & DISCUSSION
Ethos Aspect
Ethos refers to the trustworthiness or credibility of the writer or speaker due to the competent, reliable, fair and frank arguments. It means convincing by the character of an orator (speaker), which lead to persuasion. (Mshvenieradze, 2013). In a writing message, for an argument to be considered credible by readers, they must find it authoritative, believable or trustworthy (Axelrod & Cooper, 1999).

From all the samples collected, there is some interesting finding in the ethos aspect.. To trace the credibility, one of the way is try find where this content come from. From the entire sample, not all the website are sites that could be categorized as hate sites. For example in kammilipia.org, only one post that contain severe hate speech for Ahok, while other post in this websites could be consider as ordinary and normal posting. From these 9 sites, there are 6 website that owned by unknown. To trace back it trustworthiness and credibility as press company is hard since this 6 website did not announce it address and it caretaker openly through its sites.

6 website among did not provides clear address, editorial board and contact info. 4 sites Such as suaranasional.com; serupedia.info; piyunganonline.co; and suluh.co.id were did not provide any contact. If the reader clicked at the menu contact, they would find nothing. However, 2 other sites, portal-islam.id and nusanews.id also did not provide clear address and editorial board in it sites, but they still providing email address that could be use by the reader.

The rest 3 samples that selected indeed provide really clear address or...
editorial board such as pribuminews.com, nahimunkar.org and kammilipia.com. Both pribuminews.co.id and nahimunkar.org were stating clearly who they are and their address. Pribuminews even stated its editorial board and has link menu to cyber journalism ethics. While kammilipia.com did not publish its address but they have tab menu which shows all the organization structure and its name.

Ethos aspect cannot only be seen from the creator or author only. Ethos is not created or bound to the author, but embedded in the message instead. Ethos can be used to stress the personal credentials and reputation of the writer or cite reliable sources in the writings. Most of the content that selected as sample did not mention who is the author. Mostly were written by admin or editorial. From 9 sample, only 4 website, piyunganonline.co, suluh.co.id, kammilipia.org and serupedia.info, write the name of its author. While content from portalislam.id war reposting the content from portalpiyungan.com.

In an argument, part of the ethos is finding resources where the audience would find it credible and earns reader’s respect for quoting sources they consider trustworthy. The author will demonstrate its objectivity by using sources that are widely respected and gathering information from both or many sides of the issue (boundless.com). From all the samples collected, it is almost impossible to find the ethos aspect based on the source quoted in the content. Pribuminews.com took the source from other website and it is unknown whether all the content was pasted from the copied website. Content posted by 3 sites, suluhpedia.co.id, kammilipia.org, and serupedia.info has no source except from the author’s opinion. While the rest 5 sites took the source from random twitter and facebook account.

From the sample selected, 5 of them could be considered as political opinion, while the other 4 could be categorized as news. Whether it is in the political opinion or news, almost the entire posting never covered both sides as it only quoting source from one side, Ahok’s opposition side. Based on the credibility of the
websites, the author, and the source that cited, the ethos aspect was weak. It means the hate speech in the website content did not use the ethos aspect as the main strength to persuading the reader.

Pathos Aspect

Pathos is the arousing of emotions in the audience. Pathos relies on evoking emotional reaction from the audience. In writings, this could be done through word choices as by choosing words carefully, author could make subconscious effect on the reader (boundless.com). The concept of pathos could define hate speech since hate speech targets its audience emotions. Among various news values, human-interest value are the news value that mostly used by news writer to gather and bait the public interest. This news value mostly touches the heart and emotion of audience. This news often used sensation and dramatic claim. Sensation and dramatic claim used to exploit existing feeling of anger, irritation and fear (Nilsen, 2014).

9 of the samples used this kind of emotion appeal to provoke the anger or hate from Ahok supporters or opponents, by exploits anger, and emphasizing the irritating situation caused by Ahok and its supporters.

Translation: too much protection only to protect cocky human who never give positive contribution for this country of course. Ahok, that’s how he called or either his real name, is no more than ‘pig’s warts’ thats how Habib Rzieq called him. So, as a human that worse than Luhut Binsar Panjaitan who multipurpose, Ahok is really bad treating him self and his intention. In every thing, of course sane people reluctant to approcing this wart, except human with shrimp brain. Too often and too easy his statement and platform fragile and broken. Thats why attacking the vision and mission
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that blasphemer human is very easy. In the middle of government policy that shambles and broken, this country become more crowded with the existence of Ahok and its supporters.

In the sample above, the author tries to provoke the anger of Ahok opponents by emphasizing that there are too many things done to protect Ahok while he never contributes to nation. The author also provoke the hate by stating that Ahok is worse than other, and adding much problem with his blasphemy case to the nation that already chaos and unorganized.

The issues about power, self-determination, and ethnic identity all come into play when the author tries to provoke the negative emotion of its readers. Hate is about power relationship where the one who’s in power want to maintain it, while the one who have no power wants it (Whillock, 2000). The sample by serupedia alluded that Ahok and HT (Hary Tanoe) are proxy under the power of 9-dragon tycoon who have some ‘purposes’.

Translation: HT act as if he care about Islam, suddenly targeting Islamic area giving billion grant to pesantren. He must have some purposes. Ahok is proxy, so does HT. Only with different way and style. Ahok is rude, frontal, brutal and clearly opposing Islam, while HT is the opposite. But both is under control of 9 dragon tycoon.

Furthermore, one of the notable elements of hate speech is that it is often so ingrained in us that we don’t recognize it (Whillock, 2000).

Translation: But they were allowed because supporting the regime. While media which supporting Muslims action in November 4th directly blocked. Remember, your authority is temporary. There must be punishment for the tyranny. It must be.

Even though this sample rather ‘soft’ compared to the other, the words used in this sample shows that actually, sometimes we throw a little hate to other people without realize it.

Logos Aspect

Good arguments always include both fact and reasoning and may be bolstered by examples (www.boundles.com). To put it simple in terms of an argument, logos works as a proof of the messages that is embedded within the message. It includes fact and proofs that, from a scientific point of view, lack the bias that comes from subjectivity (Hansen, 2003).

The 9 samples used in this research are mostly lead to logical fallacy as it conclusion are drawn from the wrong premises, or simply pushing the logical principles without considering it relevance. Logical fallacy also occurs due to the lack of connection between
premises and conclusion. The fact that can’t be proven could support the conclusion also lead to logical fallacy.

The first sample from piyungan online make the logical fallacy due to the lack of fact that supports its conclusion:

Translation: Look the people who shout and shouted at now sit together forming Allies with Anis Baswedan. As if they are allies or loyal friend mentioned in the interpretation of Al Maidah 51. Until now, you still believe the chaotic nowadays caused by Ahok blasphemy?. For sure, now Wiranto is smiling, who is the one who actually licking China’s ass

Different with other sample, the sample in figure 6 is not directly aimed to Ahok. Even though the title “Hary Tanoe Babi, Ahok Kutil Babi” seems like aiming Ahok, this sample are attacking Ahok opponents. This conclusion leads the readers to think that Ahok did not cause the chaotic situation in Indonesia. The second conclusion is Wiranto, the current Indonesian Coordinating Minister for Political, Legal, and Security Affairs are laugh at Habib Rizieq due to its political moves. Both conclusions did not draw from premises. As the premises that stated in this news has nothing to do with Ahok as the one who made the situation chaotic. And there is also no prove or fact stated about Wiranto reaction.

The same pattern shows in the sample news from serupedia. The title of this news is a conclusion.

Translation: Realize Ahok is dying, Hari Tanoe figure raised!” Islam people deceived, this is Said Agil Siroj’s Sin.

This conclusion drawn without fact as in the body of the news, there is no fact that claims directly about Ahok being ‘dying’. More over, there is no single words mention Said Agil Siroj, making the conclusion is nothing to with him. Similar case also occurs in the content by suluh.co.id. In content “Kongkalikong Istana dan Ahok”, from the title, he author concludes and accusing the Presidential House, referring to the President for having conspiracy with Ahok. However in the body of the content, there is no proving for this conclusion inside the body of the content

Hate Speech Related to Ahok’s Religion Blasphemy Case

Indonesia is a religious country said the current Indonesian Military Commander, Gen. Gatot Nurmantyo (News Desk, 2017). This statement supporting the previous research data from Gallup in 2009 that shows Indonesia placed in 4th rank position among 114 countries in the world, on the survey about the importance of religion in people daily lives. Based on this data, it is no wonder if anything that related to religion is either sensitive or important, always attracts controversies, giving the fact that Indonesia has 5 religion and many beliefs that admitted by Indonesian Government.

Ahok’s religion blasphemy case is one of the biggest religion blasphemy cases in Indonesia because it involves
almost all elements of society whether they care or not about politic or religion. Almost every mass media and online media proliferates with the content of this case. This blasphemy case along with the Jakarta’ governor election might be the most conflicted. Many political opinion, hoaxes and fake news creates uncomfortable situation in the Internet (bbc, 2017).

Many netizen in Indonesia often trust these kinds of content from Internet posts more than mass media. Not every reader can distinguish between fact and opinion, and in the end, it drag them into massive logical fallacy. In many cases, especially in a sensitive case such as religion blasphemy that involving Ahok, Indonesian opinion sometimes led and shaped by the postings from this hate content.

Based on the findings, some of the hate speech content is in the political opinion format, and some of them are in news format. This research did not try to prove whether the content of hate speech is fake or true. This research is try to give critical reading to the hate speech and try to unravel how hate speech were use to persuade the readers to hate from the ethos (credibility of the hate speech), pathos (the way hate speech persuades), and logos (the proof or fact given to proof the hate speech).

From the ethos aspect, this research find that not all of the hate speech was posted from the site that cannot be traced back it source. Some of the website even provide the address and editorial board in the sites and not all of the content of each sites were filled with hate. Based on the finding, most of the hate speech did not rely on ethos because the author mostly unknown and the source were taken from social media post such as facebook and twitter. It means, when hate speech spread, it did not emphasize on the credibility aspect.

Hate speech in this research mainly rely heavily on pathos aspect, in this case study, the author acknowledges the pain and anger that people feel and emphasizing it in the content that it was caused by Ahok. The finding shows that logos aspect also neglected as many of the content have logical fallacy. Logical fallacy happen when the conclusion were not backed up by solid an adequate proof. Most of the claimed concluded in the hate speech content did not provide proof of the claim.

The lack of logos normally will lead the readers into logical fallacy as they also fail to draw conclusion from the given fact. Logical fallacy also could happen when the readers were persuades to hate based on the pathos that evoked their emotion and feeling. That’s why almost all hate speech in the Ahok’s case mostly could ignore the ethos and logos aspect by triggering the hate using pathos aspect. When emotion or feeling play bigger roles, the logic and where the source came from will be neglected.

The phenomena of Ahok’s case along side withe the many fake news an hoaxes spreading in the internet is a phenomena that use to be happen in the post truth era. ‘Post truth’ is the Oxford english dictionary’s word of the year 2016. Post truth means an adjective defined as ‘relating to or denoting circumstances in which objective facts are less influential in shaping public opinion than appeals to emotion and personal belief (Butler-Adam, 2017)

In this era, the truth is not only under attack, but it’s become irrelevant. With the politic, the problem is not so much that it is fake, but because it falsely authentic. Politics used to be conducted through rhetoric. Rhetoric was a tool of persuasion, but only small section of the public schooled in decoding rhetorical techniques (Glaser, 2016). This is why rhetorical analysis is still relevant and
could be useful in the post truth era especially to analyze hate speech by providing critical reading way. It’s not try to seek the truth but rather to find out how the pathos, or the appeal to emotion use in the messages.

CONCLUSION

Hate speech is something that most rational people don’t want to throw to other people. Unfortunately, we didn’t realize that sometimes we do throw a little hate to other people in our daily life. Nowadays, the spreading of hate speech is way faster since there is supports from convergence media such as online sites that turn to be hate site.

This research shows that hate speech as the genre of rhetoric always contains three element, ethos, pathos, and logos. In Indonesia, nowadays the hate site is abundant. The recent case that drags Ahok, the candidate of Jakarta’s Governor shows that many hate content in the websites uses the elements of rhetoric with malicious intention to provoke negative emotion. This research shows that hate speech mostly neglected the ethos and logos aspect. It rather emphasizes and rely on pathos aspect which provokes the emotion of the audience is the perfect combination of hate speech. This is why rhetorical analysis could be useful to provide critical reading ways in the post truth era.
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